
Maxi capacity for baking enthusiasts!

MASTERCHEF GRANDE QB813
KITCHEN MACHINE MASTERCHEF GRANDE

QB813D38

 

 

 Push your own boundaries!
Masterchef Grande takes you out of your comfort zone: macarons, lemon meringue tart, pavlova, savoury cream
puffs, layer cake… Thanks to its 1500W powerful motor and its 3 quality die cast pastry tools, Masterchef Grande
helps you push your limits and succeed sophisticated and brand new recipes, just as well as the most basic ones.
Also, its 6.7L maxi capacity bowl takes you even further: prepare up to 2,6kg of cake mixture or 60 beautiful
cupcakes and 2,2kg bread dough or 10 delicious pizzas in one shot! Prepare delicious homemade meals with the
attachments included in pack: glass blender, meat mincer and food processor. 

 



PRODUCT BENEFITS

Challenge the limits of your kitchen machine with an XXL bowl
Thanks to its 6.7L maxi capacity bowl, extend the possibilities and prepare up to 2,6kg of cake
mixture and 2,2kg bread dough in one shot!

Planetary dual mixing movement for optimum mixing results!
With the planetary dual mixing movement, the head of the kitchen machine and the pastry tool
rotate in opposite directions providing you fast, smooth and homogeneous results

6,7L bowl capacity
Whip up to 16 egg whites, create up to 60 cupcakes and 10 pizzas doughs in only 8 minutes
thanks to the 6,7L bowl

Premium die cast metal finish
Robust with its die cast metal body, it will do the job for you, even when it comes to kneading
heavy bread dough! You will fall for its timeless silver color and glossy mirror effect on the
bowl!

High quality metal pastry kit
Kneading, mixing, whisking with the pastry kit : the heavy duty die cast metal dough hook, the
beater and the whisk are perfect for a daily use.

4 power exits
4 power exits for a wide choice of compatible optional attachments.

Prepare homemade cocktails and smoothies
This 1.4L glass blender jar is ideal for cocktails, ice crushing, smoothies and more.
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Prepare your own fresh meatballs, tartares or burgers at home!
The meat mincer includes 3 exchangeable grids for different types of preparation (fine, medium
and coarse mincing) as well as an accessory for sausage and kebbe making. Its tray and blades
are in stainless steel. 

Enjoy freshly sliced and shredded vegetables and fruits, as well as chopped 
This food processor includes 3 removable stainless steel discs for slicing (fine and coarse) and
shredding french fries. It also includes a blade for chopping. This accessory is perfect for many
types of raw products such as fruits, vegetables, cheese, chocolate, almonds and nuts.

Repairable Product - 10 years

Designed for easy repair
Low cost and fast delivery of spare parts for 10Y and more
6500 repair centers worldwide
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PRODUCT FEATURES

Power 1500 W

Speed settings 8

Pulse function YES

Planetary movement YES

Die cast metal YES

Bread dough 2,5 kg

Bowl total capacity 6,7 L

Beater Yes

Dough Hook Yes

Whisk Yes

Colours METAL BRUSHED

Country of origin China

LOGISTICS DATA CMMF : 8010000205

 EAN CODE PCS / PARCEL PCS / LAYER LAYER / PALLET PCS / PALLET PCS / CONTAINER

EAN ST : 3016661152238
EAN UC : 3016661152238

1 2 2 4
C20 : 206
C40 : 430
HQ4 : 490

UNPACKED PRODUCT PACKED PRODUCT STANDARD PARCEL PALLET
DIMENSIONS (D x W x H) 380 x 290 x 370 (mm) 843 x 343 x 432 (MM) 843 x 343 x 432 (MM) 1 200 x 800 x 1 055 (MM)

WEIGHT 14.9 (KG) 20,33 (KG) 20,33 (KG) 81,32 (KG)


